In this paper MULTITALE, a system for the semantic tagging of medical neurosurgical texts and for the semi-automatic expansion of the medical lexicon, will be presented. Given the textual information explosion (in particular in, though not restricted to, specialized domains) there is an urgent need for tools enabling to exploit the information available in natural language texts. MULTITALE has been devised therefore primarily with the aim to make explicit semantic information in medical texts, which should lead to more refined information retrieval results. By making "educated guesses" the system moreover has a possibility to expand its own lexicon of medical terms so to be able to cope with new texts.
CC modifier_bodyside,CC_modifierextent, CC_modifier_number (terms which modit~¢ other medical terms. The Surgical deed concept is classified into 12 subtypes, among others: CS_remove, CS close, CS_create, CS close, CS install, CS make appear. The Surgical decd concept is considered as the nncleus of the surgical procedure and may have different types of relationships with the other" medical concepts: the R Direct object indicates the object on which the surgical deed is carried out; the R_Indirect_Object indicates the object to or from or in which the surgical deed is carried out; the R_Location indicates the place where the Surgical Deed is carried out; the Rmeans indicates that with which the Surgical Deed is carried out; the R nmnner indicates how the Surgical I)ecd is carried out.
The next example illustrates the CEN\TC251-model. The input is taken fl'om a report of a ncurosurgical intervention; the output is generated by the MULTITALI,; system. 
the Prepositions and their values (l values).
Frames are chosen for the implementation of the model. They have a top level which is fixed and represents things that are true of a certain situation. They have a lower level with slots, conditions on the slots and fillers, which represent things that are expected for a certain situation (Minsky, 1975 The lower level of the non-surgical-deed frame will be discussed below being different from the lower level of both the surgical-deed-frames. The lower level of the surgical deed frames contains sets of slots for the identification of Semantic I,inks. The set consists of a slotcalled ROLE-for the type of Semantic Link, a slot -called ARG-lbr the pointer to the clement in the sentence which is linked to the surgical deed concept, a slot -called CCtbr the concept type' of the element which is linked and finally a slot -called IND-for the indication (I-value) of the function of the linked element. Each slot can specify conditions its filler must meet. The conditions on the fillers are found in the surgical deed lexicon and the type lexicon. The type lexicon gives general information for the surgical deed subtype; the surgical deed lexicon gives information for the individual token, the individual surgical deed concept.
IV.2 THE LINKING MODULE STEP BY STEP
For filling in the frame and analyzing the sentence, the system performs the following steps for each Surgicaldeed-clause.
(ex. 4a e. if necessary, adaptation of the frame with information from the surgical deed lexicon will take place.
d. if necessary, adaptation of the fl'ame will be carried out il' the surgical deed concept is a noun o," a non-finite tbr,n of the verb. Thc subtype frame is specified for the finite form of the verb and the past participle. If the st.rgical deed concept is a noun or an infinitive form of the verb, the R direct object is marked by thc preposition wm (I_valuc = l_van). Therefore, the condition on the <lND>-slot of thc R Direct_object, will be changed to Ivan. e. filling in the slots:
. We have established an order for tim matching of the Semantic Links, giving priority to these Links which connect a surgical deed concept with another concept.
(ex. 7) ..waarna de Jkontale lob wm z~jn adherenties wordt vrijgemaakt (.. after that the frontal lobe has been freed ... )
The specifications of van zijn adherenties, CC pathology and 1 van mect both the conditions on the filler lbr tim R indirect object of the surgical deed concept and the conditions on the filler of the R POST MOD of the nonsurgical-deed concept. Since the R lndirect_Object precedes the R_Post Mod van zijn adherenties will be linked -correctly -with vrijgemaakt.
V. THE GUESSING MODULE V. 1 INTRODUCTION
The guessing module of the Multitale system deals with the semi-automatic augmentation of the concept lexicons (=lexicons of surgical deeds and non-sm'gical deeds). The performance of the tagger depends Rn" a great deal on the completeness of the lexicon. If the lexicon does not contain a medical term, the tagger cannot assign a semantic link to this unknown term and another one in the sentence. The guessing module is an important help tbr the attgmentation of the concept lexicon, and consequently an important part of the Multitale system when tagging unknown texts. The lunction of the module is twofold: 1. -generation of a list of words which m'e likely to be medical terms and CEN concepts. The list does not present just a list of words unknown to the system but a selection of words relevant to CEN. 2. -suggestions regarding the concept type tbr each word of the generated list. The suggested concept types arc CC_surgical_deed (without subtype) ,CCanatomy, CC~mthology, CC intervent equipment and CC_way.
The module works semi-automatically: the list of unknown words is generated in an automatic way, but the user of the system has to decide whether the suggestion is correct or not before adding it to the lexicon.
V.2 GUESSING NON-SURGICAL-DEED CONCEPTS
The guessing module uses the frames of the linking module. For the guessing of the non-surgical-deed concepts, it uses the constraints given tbr the fillers of the slots of the surgical deed frame. The general rule is the following: if a phrase (noun phrase or prepositional phrase) has a Semantic Link with a surgical deed concept, at least one of the words of the phrase is a CEN-concept. Suppose a sentence contains a surgical deed concept, but the system is not able to make a semantic link between the surgical deed concept and another concept in the surgical-deedclause. In most cases, this is due to the fact that the concept type of the terms is not known, for example:
(ex. 8) The numbers are based on the occurrences of combinations of concept types in the corpus. These occurrences are translated into priority numbers for the constraints on the <CC> slots which are registered in the type and surgical deed lexicon• The concept type with the highest occurrence (in combination with the given surgical deed concept and the given Semantic Link) was marked with the highest priority number (namely 1). The concept type with the highest number is considered the most likely candidate for the filled-in clement. So, the system will suggest the concept type CC pathology lbr tumor in (ex. 8). In most cases the element, for which the concept type is guessed, consists of more than one word: (ex. 9)
• om de laterale tumorale expansie te kunnen verwijderen.. The guessed concept type is suggested for all the nouns and adjectives, being the meaningful words in the phrase. Words which have a meaning in general language are marked <GEN>, to indicate that the guess is morc questionable than in other cases. results of the guessing module for (ex.) 9: laterale CC_pathology? tmnorale CC_pathology? expansic CC_pathology? 3"he suggestion is only correct for tumorale, whereas laterale is of the type MC bodyside and expansie of the CC combi. In a later phase we intend to correct these cases of overgeneration.
V.3 GUESSING SURGICAL DEED CONCEPTS
The general rule for the guessing of sm'gical deeds is: each verb that has a Semantic Link with a CEN-concept, is a surgical deed concept. For finding the unknown surgical deed concepts, Multitale makes use of the fi'ames as well. For each verb in the text that is not in the concept lexicon, a frame is built. This li'ame is called CS neutral, its semantic constraints -the allowed concept types -and its syntactic constraints -the I values -are less strict than the constraints which have been specified for the frames of the surgical deeds belonging to a specific snbtypc. Because of the 'neutral' character of tim fiamc, no priority information can be given, so every constraint is labelled with the same degree o1' prinrity(=l). Although these results should be confirmed by flmhcr tests and although the restricted character of the donmin, no donbt, has got all inllucnce on the score, yet we hope to have shown that tim approach as such to semantic/conceptt, al tagging of medical reports seems both to bc promising and worth while of lilrther exploration.
